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Don't Call It a Miracle is a comprehensive introduction to the world of spinal cord injury

research. It provides the basic information advocates need to push effectively for faster cures.
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ForewordSomething breaks. Tissue is scarred. Neurons die. The hours after a spinal cord

injury are often described as a war zone — as the body attempts to shield itself from trauma,

the delicate cord bears the brunt of the damage.As if physical scars are not enough, we have

all heard bedside horror stories of medical “professionals” who say, in those early, dark days:

“Here’s your chair. Here’s what you can expect from life with a spinal cord injury. Get used to it.

And by the way, what you get back in the first few months is all you can expect for the rest of

your life.”Nonsense.When it comes to research, spinal cord injury is often compared with

disease. Retrofitting a spinal cord injury into a standard classification of a disease is not fair to

the complexity of this injury or to what people living with spinal cord injury face daily. Every

spinal cord injury is different, which means that there can never be a one-size-fits-all cure, but

rather a series of significant breakthroughs that will eventually combine to solve this

puzzle.Christopher Reeve was injured in 1995. He used his celebrity, his considerable

resources, and his astonishing intellect to put forth the idea that a cure was possible. He put

70% of what he raised into that vision; the remaining 30% went to advance the Quality of Life

initiatives that Dana championed. He did not shy away from the four letter word — hope — and

inspired the world to believe that nothing is impossible. In his early days he was often met with

protest and the criticism that his campaign for a cure would diminish the hard work and real

accomplishments of advocates who led the charge to pass the Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA). Like the great civil rights leaders of the 20th century, Chris met his detractors with love

and compassion — but he never wavered from his message that a cure was not just possible.

It was a moral imperative.Enter Kate Willette. Inspired by the leadership of the pioneers at

Unite 2 Fight Paralysis, Kate came to realize after sitting through a research presentation that

there has to be a simpler and easier way to grasp the complex storylines of spinal cord

research. How can a lay person with skin in the game determine what’s important and what is



essentially just “spin?” Even within the community we battle each other over which facts are

gospel. So how was she going to sift through the many layers of scientific data and unearth the

truth — the simple, unadulterated truth about the research triumphs and challenges within this

field?Why, she wondered, isn’t there a sort of Research for Dummies, a “Rosetta stone” for

advocates? Kate was further inspired by Michael Mangeniello, one of the earliest SCI cure

warriors. Michael had co-written “Back to Basics. HIV/AIDS as a Model” with Margaret

Anderson of Faster Cures. That paper is an illustrative and comprehensive account of what it

took to advance awareness and resources for AIDS/HIV research. The parallels spoke to

Kate.One of the key messages? Activism and fearless determination is critical to progress, but

in order to succeed, those who have the greatest stake in a cause or a mission must learn to

be more sophisticated about the research.That’s the reason for this book. It’s important. Like

the research itself, activism will have to take many forms to move the needle and raise the

resources required to the task. There must be opportunities for collaborators, room for

grassroots, community, national, and international efforts — all the qualities of an effective

movement. That’s the way change really happens.This book is not meant to be a period piece,

but one that will be revisited regularly as progress moves forward. We need a tool to map out

progress as it happens, and this book is the best idea that’s come forward — we have the right

person at the right time addressing a profound need. Chris said it best: Nothing of any

consequence happens unless people get behind an idea. It begins with an individual and they

share the idea with more individuals… and eventually it becomes a movement.And movement

is what it is all about.Peter WilderotterPresident and CEOChristopher & Dana Reeve

FoundationOctober, 2014
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Darlene, “For patients and Caregivers of patients with spinal cord injuries. This book seems

quite specialized. Why would an average person read this book? We are all one slip and fall,

one skiing injury, one work accident away from a spinal injury. Most heal quickly, without any

lasting effects. Others suffer permanent injury to the spinal cord, requiring constant care and

medical intervention. Some, like myself, have degenerative spinal diseases. These cause small

scars on the cord and myelin, which never repairs itself. My own condition is the reason I read

this book. The research is sound. The story is a personal and all to common one. The expense

of care is astronomical, yet there is hope. By reading this book, I found the truths behind what it

takes to be a physician specialising in spinal cord injuries. The ongoing and probable research

interventions are astounding. I recommend this book to anybody need who knows of a

wheelchair hound person, anyone with spinal problems and doctors who care about the

treatment of these injuries.”

Brigitte Y., “SCI for Dummies: Demystifies Stem Cell Therapy and other SCI treatment

modalities. Purchased this book after hearing Kate Willette on the U2FP CureCast podcast

series. She does an outstanding job of educating the audience on the basic neurological

science, the historical discoveries (and missteps), and promising future in the quest to cure

paralysis.She does an outstanding job of detailing the 6 different types of stem cells, 3 from

within our own bodies and 3 from outside. She clarifies the clinical trials underway and which

therapies hold the most promise. In addition, she covers epidural stimulation and the

advances.Frankly, I would highly recommend this book for anyone who has suffered an SCI

and who is thinking about undergoing 'stem cell' therapy.It is a must read!BrigitteY (wife of a

quad)”

V.J.M, “Don't Call It A Miracle. The movement to cure Spinal cord injuries.. Exllecent

layperson's book for Spinal Cord Injuries. Easy to understand language with good clarity into

scientific words. Finally, I could translate what husband's Doctor was telling me. My husband

was the first man to live with his spinal cord injury ever. Finally, Neurosurgeons are able to

repair injuries they couldn't just a few years ago. This movement is allowing people to live a

normal life.  In other words,  your going to like this book.”

Kent C. New, “Very informative. I am a physician with a spinal cord injury. This book does an

excellent job explaining the science underlying spinal cord injuries and potential treatments in

layman's terms. Even further, the book helps understand the scientists doing research on

spinal cord injury and the funding of that research which is very critical. Lastly, if you are an

advocate who wants to advance the field of spinal cord injury research and treatments, this

book will help you get started on that path. I highly recommend this book for everybody

affected by spinal cord injury.”

Bounder, “Brilliant. I've been looking for a book like this for years, it was perfectly organized



and delivered a ton of great information in a way that was easy to digest and engaging to read.

I'd recommend it to everyone I could shout at on the streets but unfortunately it would probably

only appeal to anyone close to SCI :( one day that might change though and this should be the

go to for anyone wanting to educate themselves on the subject”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good informational book!. I disagree with the title of the book, but the

information on the various cells that are being utilized in trying to cure spinal cord injuries, is

great. It may be a bit advanced for those not having had anatomy and physiology. I like the way

the author gives you visual information that helps you to understand each of the jobs each cell

performs and whether it is useful in helping recover the spinal cord injury.”

Alvin M, “A great read.. Plain language explanation of a very complex subject. I learned a lot

about my injury and what is being done in the field. It was a really good read and I thoroughly

enjoyed it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Unbelievable Book!. I am a T4 Complete paraplegic for almost one year. I

love this book. She is a great writer, breaks things down for the non-scientific mind without

making you feel stupid, and she has skin in the game. This book will take you very high and

very low but in the end you will want to be a part of this MOVEMENT.”

Roz, “Very informative and easy read packed full of info on SCI, written by the wife of someone

with it. Was published in 2015, would be good to update with latest research.. From what I have

seen on .org websites the info in the book is still current due to how long trials and outcomes

take, but would be good to know that for sure. There is hope and that is huge!”

s j davies, “Five Stars. So easy to understand, particularly when you are faced with a loved one

enduring a spinal injury!”

The book by Melissa Clark has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 28 people have provided feedback.
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